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GEOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
Geologic setting of the Tunnel Hill area. The Tunnel Hill field trip embraces
a scenic area of diverse topography, relief, structure, and geological
history. This portion of southern Illinois lies within the Shawnee Hills,
also known as the "Illinois Ozarks" (fig. 1). The first part of the field
trip route reaches northward to a point within five or six miles of the
northern limit of the Shawnee Hills, but the remainder of the trip is more
centrally located within this region.
A prominent ridge, composed largely of sandstone strata that resist erosion,
extends across the Shawnee Hills from the Mississippi River to the Ohio River.
The steep south face of the ridge, known as the Pennsylvanian escarpment, is
formed by the eroded, exposed edges of strata that dip gently northward toward
the center of the Illinois Basin (fig. 2). This ramp-shaped landform, charac-
terized by a gentle slope on the "back" side of the ramp and a steeper face
with exposed edges of bedrock layers on the other side, is called a cuesta
(pronounced "kwesta"). The crest of the escarpment in the field trip area is
also the drainage divide between the Saline River system on the north and the
Cache River and Bay Creek systems on the south. These river systems both
drain east and south into the Ohio River. Although most of the escarpment is
highly dissected by streams, some flat upland remnants are preserved along the
crests of narrow ridges. The highest mean sea level (m.s.l.) elevation along
the ridge crest in the field trip area is slightly more than 780 feet at the
house on the knoll on the southeast side of U.S. 45, 0.25 mile due east of the
New Simpson Hill School. The lowest elevation in the field trip area is a
little less than 370 feet m.s.l. on Bay Creek below the bridge about one mile
southeast of Simpson. Total relief, therefore, in the field trip area is more
than 410 feet.
Streams cutting into the resistant Pennsylvanian escarpment have steep gradi-
ents (bottom slopes) and narrow, V-shaped valleys. South of the escarpment,
the underlying Mississippian strata are more easily eroded and little upland
surface remains. This area is characterized by rounded hilltops and long hill
slopes. Stream gradients are much lower than they are to the north, and the
valleys are broader, having some flat areas along the bottom of large streams
because of the deposition of sediments. The courses of the streams depend on
the type and hardness of the bedrock through which they flow, as well as on
small structural features. This erosional surface has been in the process of
development since the end of the Pennsylvanian Period neary 280 million years
ago and has been only slightly modified by the addition of a thin mantle of
more recent surface deposits.
Bedrock strata exposed in the Tunnel Hill field trip area are derived from
limy muds, silts, and sands that were deposited layer upon layer in ancient
shallow seas that repeatedly covered the Midcontinent region beginning about
625 million years ago. Millions of years of deep burial consolidatecl these
sediments into layers of limestone, dolomite, siltstone, sandstone, and shale
now found in bedrock exposures and in well borings (fig. 3). Some coal and
clay are also found in this sequence of sedimentary rocks. Sedimentary bed-
rock strata more than 12,000 feet thick have been deposited on the ancient,
uneven surface of Precambrian crystalline rocks. These ancient rocks are
mostly igneous or metamorphic rocks of granite and granite-like composition.
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Figure 1. Physiographic divisions of Illinois
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Figure 2. Geologic map of Illinois.
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STAGE, GROUP FORMATION
ROCK
TYPE
THICK-
NESS
(FEET)
DESCRIPTION
WisconsJnan Peoria and Roxana
lllinoian
0-25 Loess
0-40 Till—clayey, sandy, pebbly
Carbondale Shales, limestones, coals, sandstones
Kewanee Group
Spoon
Shales, sandstones, limestones,
coals, and clays
_><_X
Abbott
to
800 Sandstones, shales, thin coals
, z
cc<
McCormick Group
Caseyville Sandstones, shales
Grove Church
Kinkaid
0-67 Shale, limestone
75-160 Limestone, cherty shale
Degonia 65 Sandstones, sandy shales
Clore 125 Shales, limestones, some sandstone
Elvlran Stage Palestine 40-80 Sandstones, shales
Menard 140 Limestone, shale
Waltersburg 60 Sandstone, shale
Vienna 10-20 Limestone
Tar Springs 75-85 Sandstone
Hombergian Stage ^VVt 220 Limestones, shales, sandstone
1 1 I.
Gasperian Stage I— I
,
.1—.!• 275 Sandstones, shales, limestone
^^VALMEYERAN SERIES / 1^1 i I Limestones, dolomites, sandstone, siltstone
KINDERHOOKIAN SERIES Shale
UPPER Shale
MIDDLE
1,1,1
I I iz. Limestones, dolomites, sandstones
LOWER mI ft I ,^ I Chert, limestones, dolomites
NIAGARAN-CAYUGAN SERIES / 7 /
ALEXANDRIAN SERIES s
CINCINNATIAN SERIES
8,500
to
10,300
Limestones, dolomite, reefs
Limestones, chert
Shales, limestones, sandstone
CHAMPLAINIAN SERIES 1 » I
Limestones, dolomites, shales,
sandstones, breccia, chert, gypsum
CANADIAN SERIES Dolomites, sandstones, chert
TJL Sandstones, dolomites, shales
PRECAMBRIAN
Granite, other igneous and
metamorphic rocks
Figure 3. Generalized geologic column. (Not to scale.)
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The Tunnel Hill field trip area is about 50 miles southwest of the deep pa
of the Illinois Basin (figs. 4 and 5), an oval region of gentle downwarped
bedrock strata underlying southern Illinois, southwestern Indiana, and western
Kentucky. Strata exposed at the surface in the field tip area dip northeast-
ward into the basin, where they have been found several hundred feet below
ground. This simplified picture of the regional structure is complicated by
folding and faulting, which to some degree affect a large part of the Shawnee
Hills.
Nearly 300,000 years ago, massive, slow-moving continental glaciers reached
their maximum extent during Illinoian glaciation (fig. 5) extending southward
from Canadian centers of snow and ice accumulation into northern Johnson
County. The glacier came within about two miles of reaching the ridge crest
of the gentle north slope of the Pennsylvanian cuesta.
A few miles north of the glacial limit, the ice may have been several hundred
feet thick, ^ery thin drift in southern Illinois seems to indicate that the
ice only covered the region for a relatively short time interval. There is
not much evidence of any end moraines, another indictor of relatively brief
visit.
In front of the ice margin, melting ice formed a number of lakes that extended
southward into the valleys of the north-flowing streams. Although the water
level became high enough in areas to the west to top some of the low sags in
the crest of the escarpment and flow to the south briefly, that does not
appear to have happened in the field trip area. Instead, it appears that
drainage from one or two of these meltwater lakes drained eastward across the
front of the glacier into what is now the Saline River drainage system.
Although southern Illinois was not glaciated during Wisconsinan time, from
about 75,000 up to 10,000 years before present (b.p.), extensive valley train
deposits of sand and gravel were deposited along the Mississippi River.
During the severe winters, as meltwater streams diminished, the valley trains
dried out. The harsh, bitter, northwest winds swirled across these deposits
winnowing out and carrying the fine sand and silt eastward to deposit them
across the upland. These eolian deposits, called loess (pronounced "luss"),
were layed down adjacent to the major rivers. Loess deposits tens of feet
thick occur close to the large rivers, but thin rapidly eastward. Loess
deposits in the field trip area range from about nine feet on the west to six
feet or so toward the northeast. The thin, fragile soils of the area are
developed in the relatively thin loess that mantles bedrock here.
Mineral production. Ninety-eight of the 102 counties in Illinois reported
mineral production during 1985, the last year for which totals are available.
The estimated total value of all mineral production in Illinois was more than
$3.76 billion. Johnson County produced stone from two quarry operations.
Fluorspar, lead, zinc, and silver were produced in Pope County, but the totals
are included in the Hardin County production figures without any breakdowns
available. Because of the few numbers of producing companies for each of the
mineral commodities in both counties, the individual production figures are
not given here in order to protect the confidentiality of each producer.
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Figure 4. The location of the
Mississippi Embayment and
adjacent major structures:
(1) Mississippi Embayment,
(2) Illinois Basin, (3) Ozark
Dome, (4) Cincinnati Arch,
and (5) Nashville Dome.
Rockford
Chicogo Tunnel Hill
100 Mil«s
100 Kilomelers3
Figure 5. Stylized north-south cross section shows the structure of the Illinois
Basin. In order to show detail, the thickness of the sedimentary rocks has
been greatly exaggerated and the younger, unconsolidated surface deposits
have been eliminated. The oldest rocks are Pre-cambrian (Pre-C) granites.
They form a depression that is filled with layers of sedimentary rocks of
various ages: Cambrian (C), Ordovician (0), Silurian (S), Devonian (D),
Mississippian (M), Pennsyl vanian (P), Cretaceous (K). and Tertiary (T). The
scale is approximate.
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GUIDE TO "mE ROUTE
NOTE: Please drive with your lights on while the caravan is moving--turn them
off when we park. Drive safely and stay as close as you can to the car
in front of you. PARK CLOSE.
Miles to Miles
next point from start
0.0 0.0 Mileage figures begin at the entrance to the east
parking lot of New Simpson Hill School. CAUTION:
TURN LEFT (northwesterly) toward Tunnel Hill. The
route for the next 0.1 mile is across some of the
highest land surface (750 feet + m.s.l.) on the
field trip.
0.55 0.55 Cross the Southern Railway (SRy) tunnel for which
Tunnel Hill was named. The tunnel is approximately
600 feet long. The radio tower to the left is
along the right of way.
0.05 0.6 The north tunnel portal is to the right below the
road.
CAUTION: enter hamlet of Tunnel Hill.
Prepare to turn right.
TURN RIGHT (north) from Tunnel Hill Road (1600 N)
on the Creal Springs Road (1075 E) . The thin-
bedded, platey, fine-grained sandstone exposed in
the roadcuts is the Pennsyl vanian Murray Bluff
Sandstone Member (top of the Abbott Formation) (see
fig. 7 in the STOPS section).
0.9+ 2.1+ Route crosses the crest of the New Burnside Anti-
cline, a northeast- to southwest-trending struc-
ture.
Prepare to turn right.
TURN RIGHT (east) on to gravel road (1725 N;
1040 E).
Approximate crest of New Rurnside Anticline.
Approximate crest of New Burnside Anticline.
CAUTION: T-road from left (IROO N; 1150 E)
.
CONTINUE AHEAD (east).
0.2 0.8
0.3 1.1
0.1 1.2
0.3 2.4+
0.1+ 2.5+
0.5 3.0+
0.45+ 3.5-
0.6+ 4.1+
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Miles to Miles
next point from start
0,45- 4.55- CAUTION: rough sandstone ledges across road. The
sandstone is faulted here with the northwest side
downthrown in relation to the southeast side. In
other words, the younger strata of the Spoon Forma-
tion (NW) have moved downward to a position where
they are just across the fault from older strata of
the Abbott Formation. The fault trace is northeast
(NE) to southwest (SW); dip of fault plane is 35"
southeast (SE).
0.15+ 4.7+ Approximate crest of the New Burnside Anticline.
0.55+ 5.3- At the road corner to the left, thin, platey
sandstone of the Abbott Formation dips 4° to the
south-southeast (SSE).
0.1- 5.4- Approximate crest of the New Burnside Anticline.
0.45+ 5.85 CAUTION: thick sandstone ledges in the ditch and
across the road. Top of Murray Bluff Sandstone
Member.
0.25 6.1 CAUTION: thick Murray Bluff Sandstone ledges in
roadcut and across road.
0.15+ 6.25+ CAUTION: concrete ford across Sugar Creek.
0.1+ 6.4- T-road from right. CONTINUE AHEAD (north). Area
is known as Parker (City).
0.6+ 7.0 CAUTION: crossroad (1950 N; 1300 E) . CONTINUE
AHEAD (north).
0.5 7.5 CAUTION: crossroad (2000 N; 1300 E). TURN RIGHT
(east)
.
0.5 8.0 Sandstone ledges (lower Spoon Formation) across
road.
0.15- 8.15- Park along roadside.
STDP 1. Discussion of coal mining and a mined
lands reclamation project.
0.0 8.15- Leave Stop 1. CONTINUE AHEAD (east).
0.3 8.45- Sandstone ledges exposed in the ditch and the
stream bank to the left. Earlier in this century,
several small drift (tunnel) mines worked the New
Burnside Coal in this vicinity.
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Miles to Miles
next point from start
0.3 8.75- STOP: 1-way; T-road. TURN RIGHT (south) on State
Route (SR) 166.
0.1 8.85- CAUTION: enter New Burnside village limits.
0.35- 9.2- Roadcut through sandstone. Small drift mines
reportedly operated in the small valley to the
right just beyond this roadcut during the early
days of settlement here.
CAUTION: (SRy) crossing.
STOP: 1-way. CAUTION: fast traffic. T-road.
TURN RIGHT (southerly) on US 45.
Prepare to stop on shoulder.
Park along roadside. CAUTION: fast traffic; look
BEFORE opening your car door to get out! Stay OFF
the highway!
STOP 2. Discussion of Abbott Formation sandstone
and New Burnside Anticline.
Leave Stop 2. Use EXTREME CAUTION upon re-entering
highway!
Approximate crest of New Burnside Anticline. Note
that sandstone bedrock is horizontal here.
Ozark road to left. CONTINUE AHEAD (south) on
US 45.
Prepare to turn left. CAUTION: fast oncoming
traffic.
CAUTION: TURN LEFT (south) on gravel road as US 45
curves right.
Cross drainage divide. Drainage behind us (north)
is to the north and east through Saline River and
its tributaries to the Ohio River. Drainage ahead
(south) is south and east via Bay Creek and its
tributaries to the Ohio River.
0.1+ 13.15 Top of Murray Bluff Sandstone.
0.0 9.75-
0.25 10.00-
2.2 12.2-
0.1 12.3-
0.15- 12.4+
0.6 13.0+
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Nlles to Miles
next point from start
0.85 14.0 Hamlet of Reynoldsburg. Coal formerly was mined a
little over 0.5 mile to the west of here. It was
named the Reynoldsburg Coal (fig. 7), Abbott Forma-
tion.
0.05 14.05 T-road intersection. BEAR LEFT (south).
0.55+ 14,6+ Descending upper part of the Pennsylvanian escarp-
ment--the Pounds Sandstone Member of the Casey vi lie
Formation.
1.3 15.9+ Park along roadside near the base of the escarpment
at the entrance to small parking area to right
below the road--Gum Springs.
STOP 3. Caseyville Formation (lower Pennsylvanian)
and Chesterian strata (upper Mississippian) exposed
along and on either side of gravel road.
0.0 15.9+ Leave Stop 3. CONTINUE AHEAD (southerly) on gravel
road.
0.05 15.95+ Cross Cedar Creek.
1.55 17.5+ STOP: 1-way; "r"-intersection. CAUTION: fast
cross traffic. TURN LEFT (south) on Tunnel Hill/
Simpson Road.
0.1 17.6+ For next 0.15 mile the area is underlain by Missis-
sippian limestone in which many small shallow sink-
holes are developed.
0.75 18.35+ STOP: 2-way at off-set crossroad. CAUTION: fast
cross traffic. TURN LEFT (east) on SR 147.
0.65 19.0 CAUTION: enter village limits of Simpson.
0.45 19.45 Prepare to turn left.
0.1+ 19.55+ CAUTION: TURN LEFT (north) on gravel road at
T-road intersection on the east side of Simpson.
0.2+ 19.75+ CAUTION: 1-1 ane wooden bridge across Cedar Creek.
0.6 20.35+ CAUTION: CONTINUE AHEAD over the crest, then down-
hill and curve left (northerly) below the houses.
Do NOT take the lane to the left near the crest of
the hill spur.
- 15 -
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Miles to Miles
next point from start
0.1 20.45+
0.15 20.6+
0.4- 21.0-
0.0 21.0-
0.05+ 21.05
0.05 12.1
Green and red shale of the Mississippi an Degonia
Sandstone exposed next to the road
Negli Creek Limetone Member of the Mississippi an
Kinkaid Limestone exposed to the left of the road.
Park along roadside. CAUTION: do NOT block road
but do NOT slip over edge of roadway fill.
STOP 4. Mississippi an Kinkaid Limestone exposed
west of road. (Fossils may be collected here.)
Leave Stop 4. CONTINUE AHEAD (northerly) up the
hill.
Greenish-gray and red shale of the upper Kinkaid is
exposed in the ditch to the left.
Large slump blocks of Pennsyl vanian Caseyville
sandstone to the left.
0.4 21.5 Battery Rock Sandstone to right. Note the pro-
nounced liesegang banding on the surface, the
result of evaporation of mineral-laden ground-
water. The iron salts were left behind and because
they are more resistant to weathering than most of
the rest of the host rock, they stand out in relief
on the surface.
0.05 21.55 CAUTION: crossroad. CONTINUE AHEAD (northerly).
0.05- 21.6- TURN RIGHT (southeast) and park in small lot.
STOP 5. Scenic view of the field trip area from
the top of the Trigg Lookout Tower.
0.0 21.6- Leave Stop 5. TURN LEFT (southerly) at entrance to
parking lot.
0.05- 21.65- BEAR LEFT (southeasterly) at crossroad. There are
a number of places ahead where you will have scenic
views to the south and southeast. CAUTION: Do NOT
become mesmerized and forget that there are
precipitous cliffs very close to the road.
0.9- 22.55- View to southeast from top of Battery Rock Sand-
stone bluff. The several large roofs in the
distance to the southeast are at Robbs, slightly
less than 2 miles away. The large conical-shaped
hill north and east of Robbs is Millstone Bluff,
one of our afternoon stops.
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Miles to Miles
next point from start
0.3-
0.65+
0.2+
0.15
0.8+
22.85+
0.4- 23.25
0.6 23.85
0.45 24.3
0.1+ 24.4+
0.25+ 24.65+
1.65 26.3+
0.1 26.4+
27.05+
27.3+
27.45
28.3+
0.0 28.3+
1.3+ 29.6+
0.55+ 30.15+
0.05- 30.2+
CAUTION: descend hill over thick ledges of the
Battery Rock Sandstone.
TURN RIGHT (south).
Cross floodplain of Bay Creek; note width of
floodplain here.
Cross Bay Creek
STOP: 1-way; T-rode intersection (Pope County -
2645 N: 015 E) . CAUTION: fast cross traffic.
TURN RIGHT (west) on SR 147.
Cross Bay Creek.
Prepare to turn left.
CAUTION: TURN LEFT (south) on gravel road (Johnson
County 1175 N; 1620 E)
.
CAUTION: "r"-intersection. CONTINUE AHEAD (south)
downhill
.
Cross Bay Creek. Note how much more confined and
narrow the floodplain is here than it was when we
crossed it north of SR 147.
Resistant Mississippian Palestine Sandstone forms a
12 to 15 foot ledge at the base of the slope. It
has been quarried just south of the road.
Park along roadside.
STOP 6. View of meander neck of Bay Creek and
noncompliance refuse disposal.
Leave Stop 6. CONTINUE AHEAD (southeasterly).
CAUTION: T-road intersection (Johnson County 8Q5
N; 1700 E). YIELD right-of-way. TURN LEFT (east).
T-road from left. CONTINUE AHEAD (east).
About 150 feet. About 150 feet east of this inter-
section is a series of short telephone poles
extending from NNE to SSW. These are along the
right-of-way of the Illinois Central Gulf (ICG)
Railroad which is located in a tunnel beneath the
line of poles. This tunnel is part of the ICG
"Edgewood Cut-off" and is about 0.5 mile long.
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Miles to Miles
next point from start
0.P+
0.4
1.2
0.45-
0.15+
0.25
0.1
0.6+
0.4
31.1+
31.5+
32.7+
33.15+
0.05+ 33.2+
0.1+ 33.3+
0.1 33.4+
0.15 33.6-
0.4+ 34.0
34.15+
0.0 34.15+
0.15+ 34.3+
0.4+ 34.7+
34.95+
35.05+
35.7
36.1
CAUTION: unguarded T-road intersection (Pope
County 2380 N; 050 E; Bull Pen Road). TURN RIGHT
(south)
.
CAUTION: unguarded, off-set crossroad (2350 N; 050
E). TURN LEFT (east) on Sheep Barn Road.
CAUTION: rough washboard over sandstone ledges
across road as you descend hill.
STOP: 1-way; T-road intersection. CAUTION: fast
traffic. TURN RIGHT (south) on SR 145.
Cross Sugar Creek and prepare to turn left.
TURN LEFT (east) on Lake Glendale Road.
Entrance to Lake Glendale Recreation Area, Shawnee
National Forest.
TURN RIGHT (south) at T-road intersection.
TURN LEFT (northeasterly) toward Goose Bay Picnic
Shelter.
Goose Bay Picnic Shelter parking area.
STOP 7. Lunch
Leave Stop 7. Retrace route to SR 145.
CAUTION: T-road intersection. TURN RIGHT (north).
STOP: 1-way; T-road intersection. TURN LEFT
(west)
.
STOP: 1-way; T-road intersection. CAUTION: fast
traffic. TURN RIGHT (north) on SR 145.
Cross Sugar Creek.
Palestine Sandtone exposed along east side of road-
way.
Prepare to turn left. Just ahead of the turn and
to the right is the University of Illinois' Dixon
Springs Agricultural Experiment Station.
0.1- 36.2- TURN LEFT (west).
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Miles to Miles
next point from start
1.75 37.95
0.7 38.65
0.25 + 38.9+
0.9+ 39.85+
0.0 39.85+
0.4 40.2+
0.35 40.55+
0.1+ 40.7
STOP: 1-way; T-road intersection. TURN RIGHT
(north) on Bull Pen Road.
The conical-shaped hill about 2 miles to the NNE is
Millstone Bluff.
Hayes Creek bridge.
Park along roadside.
STOP 8. View of chevron fold along with west side
of the ICG Railroad cut.
Leave Stop 8. CONTINUE AHEAD (northeasterly).
STOP: 1-way; T-road intersection. TURN RIGHT
(east) on SR 147.
Prepare to turn left.
TURN LEFT (north) on the narrow gravel road toward
an archealogical study area. Marker 462.
0.35 41.05 Parking area at abandoned quarry site.
STOP 9, Abandoned Mississippian Kinkaid Limestone
quarry in Millstone Bluff.
Leave Stop 9 and retrace route to SR 147.
STOP: 1-way; T-road intersection. TURN LEFT
(east) on SR 147.
CAUTION: approaching hamlet of Glendale.
TURN LEFT (north and then northeasterly) at cross-
road (2660 N; 225 E - Cedar Grove Road).
CAUTION--portions of the road ahead are quite
rough. Stay on main road unless directed other-
wise.
3.8+ 46.25+ Cedar Grove Social Brethren Church on right.
CONTINUE AHEAD (northeasterly).
0.8+ 47.05+ Another example of noncompliance refuse "disposal."
1.5 48.55+ CAUTION: T-road intersection (3070 N; 525 E).
TURN LEFT (westerly) on McCormick Road from Cedar
Grove Road.
0.0 41.05
0.3+ 41.35+
0.9 42.25+
0.2 42.45+
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Miles to Miles
next point from start
0.6- 49.15+ CAUTION: ford across creek.
0.3 49.45 CAUTION: angle road from right on curve and hill
(3125 N; 460 E) . CONTINUE AHEAD (northwesterly)
toward Bell Smith Springs on McCormick Road.
Marker ahead - 447.
CAUTION: 2-1 ane wooden bridge over Bay Creek.
CAUTION: T-road intersection (3210 N; 385 E)
.
TURN LEFT (southwesterly) on Rell Smith Road.
Marker ahead - 848. Stay on main roads.
U.S. Forest Service sign - Bell Smith Springs.
CAUTION: Y-intersection (right branch goes to
Hunting Branch Picnic Ground). BEAR RIGHT (south-
westerly) toward the Natural Bridge parking area
and trail
,
0.3 52.45 Red Bud Campground entrance to right. CONTINUE
AHEAD.
0.2 52.65 Small parking area to left with information board.
STOP 10. Visit to the natural bridge, rock
shelter, and springs at Bell Smith Springs, Shawnee
National Forest.
FIELD TRIP - CONTINUE AHEAD for parking directions.
0.15- 52.8- This is the far end of the loop turnaround and
roadside parking. You can get to the Natural
Bridge Trail without going all the way back up to
the information board—the trail can be picked up
from the south side of this loop.
BE EXTREMELY CAUTIOUS NEAR THE CLIFFS -
THE FIRST STEP CAN LOOSEN YOUR TEETH...
OR WORSE:
This is the last stop on the Tunnel Hill field
trip. To get home from here:
1) Retrace route to McCormick Road, 2.15 miles
northeast.
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Miles to Miles
next point from start
2) Turn right (south) for Eddyville, Glendale,
etc. - OR - Turn left (north) for 1.45 miles to
junction: right for Burden Falls and Del wood
and Harrisburg; left for McCormick, Ozark,
Vienna, Tunnel Hill, New Burnside, Creal
Springs, Marion etc.
3) If all else fails, the route map on the back
cover should help you get to a main road.
Good luck!
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FIELD TRIP STOPS
STOP 1. Discussion of coal mining and reclamation of mined lands currently
being carried out at this locality [N edge NW 1/4 NE 1/4 NW 1/4
NE 1/4 extended Sec. 8, T. 11 S., R. 4 E., 3rd P.M., Johnson County;
Creal Springs 7.b-minute Quadrangle (37088E7)].
Geologists working in this area during 1916 noted the presence of old shaft
and slope mines within a half mile of this locality, none of which appeared to
have been worked for some time. Others noted the presence of small idle or
abandoned coal stripping operations in this vicinity during the early 1950s.
During April 1956, a strip coal operation began south of the road here. Two
bulldozers were used to uncover the upper coal after the overlying sandstone
had been blasted to break it up. A 1/2 cubic yard power shovel was used to
load the coal into stake-bed farm trucks for the short haul to a railroad
siding at New Burnside. Using three trucks to haul the coal, the operators
were able to load about eight rail cars per day.
Although a considerable amount of this coal was under very thin cover, or
overburden (15 feet or less), the coal was firm and essentially unweathered.
This mine produced less than 1,900 tons of coal and closed after working only
about three months. The mined-out-area is now undergoing rehabilitation
through a program funded by the Illinois Abandoned Mined Lands Reclamation
Council
.
The sequence of rocks that have been exposed here, and that are even now
partially exposed just to the north in Section 5, is as follows (from the top
downward)
:
PENNSYLVANIAN SYSTEM
Kewanee Group
Spoon Formation
Granger Sandstone Member - Sandstone, light gray, fine-grained;
irregularly interbedded with 10 to 15 percent shale partings
which are more numerous in upper portion; 18 feet 6 inches
Conglomerate, gray, sandy, and ferruginous; contains 1/4 to 1
inch well rounded sandstone and shale pebbles; 1 foot 6 inches
Shale, gray, sandy, interbedded with carbonaceous shale; 1 foot
New Burnside Coal Member - normally bright-banded as seen in aban-
doned strip mine; (locally may be 3 feet 6 inches or slightly
more) . 3 feet
Covered interval with some sandstone float pieces noted in lower 3
feet; 6 feet 6 inches
Shale, gray, sandy; 11 feet 6 inches
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Conglomerate, very ferruginous and hard, red color conspicuous;
sandstone, shale, and some chert pebbles up to 3 inches in
diameter embedded in a sandy matrix; disconformable with coal
below; 2 feet
Bidwell Coal Member - Coal, blocky, beds 1/8 to 1 inch thick inter-
bedded with approximately 2b percent coaly shale;
1 foot b inches
Coal, blocky, bright, interbedded with gray clay and coaly
shale; 1 foot 3 inches
Clay, light gray, sandy, badly weathered; base concealed; 3 feet +
Total thickness exposed - 48 feet 8 inches
STOP 2. Discussion of New Burnside Anticline [W edge SW 1/4 NW 1/4 NE 1/4
SE 1/4 Sec. 9, T. 11 S., R. 4 E., 3rd P.M., Johnson County; Creal
Springs 7.b-minute Quadrangle (37088E7)].
The highway cut has exposed Pennsyl vanian sandstone, siltstone, and shale
along the north limb of the New Burnside Anticline, an upwarp of bedrock
strata. This structure, however, is asymmetrical, that is, the north limb, or
flank, is more steeply tilted than the south flank. The anticline is the
result of folding in Pennsyl vanian and older strata due to compressional
forces exerted from the southeast. The folding, and faulting, which has been
mapped elsewhere along the structure, have been shown by seismic geophysical
records to be related possibly to thrust-faulting connected with the Fluorspar
District, a few miles to the east-southeast.
Strata exposed in the roadcut become progressively older as one moves uphill
toward the center of the anticline, near the top of the hill. Sandstone
strata on the north flank have an average dip of 2b to 30 degrees to the
northwest. Rocks flatten out as one drives up the hill, so that when you are
near the top of the hill, the strata are horizontal, indicating that you are
at the crest of the structure. The more gently dipping south flank is not
well exposed in this vicinity.
The youngest sandstone unit, about lb to 2b feet thick, exposed near the bot-
tom of the roadcut is unnamed, but occurs near the base of the Spoon Forma-
tion. It is stratigraphically lower, and therefore older, than the Bidwell
Coal discussed at Stop 1. The next sandstone exposed in the roadcut as you
proceed up the hill, about 20 to 30 feet thick, occurs in the upper part of
the Abbott Formation and may be a correlative of the Murray Bluff Sandstone
Member. The next older sandstone, about 30 feet thick, is not well exposed
here, but is found in the ditch, if you look carefully. This sandstone is
extremely bioturbated, that is, it contains many fossil burrows of marine
animals of various types. The oldest sandstone here appears to occur near the
middle of the Abbott Formation and is flat lying at the crest of the New
Burnside Anticline. This sandstone is thick-bedded to massive appearing and
10 to lb feet plus thick. The maximum total thickness of strata exposed along
this roadcut is about IbO feet.
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Figure 7. Classification of the Penn-
sylvanian System in southern Illinois.
In the graphic column, blank space
indicates gray shale. (Modified from
Willman et al.. 1975) (not to scale.)
COLUMNAR
SECTION
Figure 8. Columnar section of the Chesteriar
Series (after Swann, 1963) in the field
trip area. In the columnar section, the
blank areas are shale. (Not to scale.)
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STOP 3. Lower Pennsyl vanian and upper Mississippi an strata exposed along the
county road and in the valley wall of Cedar Creek at Gum Springs
[SW 1/4 SE 1/4 SW 1/4 Sec. 3, and NW 1/4 NEl/4 NW 1/4 Sec. 10,
T. 12 S., R. 4 E., 3rd P.M., Johnson County; Bloomfield 7.5-minute
Quadrangle (37088D7)].
Sandstones and shales of the lower Pennsyl vanian Caseyville Formation and
limestones and shale of the upper Mississippian Kinkaid Limestone (Formation)
have been brought to the surface by compressive forces acting within the
earth. That bending and breaking took place during late Pennsyl vanian time or
early Permian time and produced the northeast to southwest-trending McCormick
anticline and fault structure. Due to slumping and overgrowth, it is
difficult to find good exposures of these strata to work with in this area,
A general description of the strata exposed in this vicinity follows (from the
top, downward)
:
PENNSYLVANIAN SYSTEM
McCormick Group
Abbott Formation
Reynoldsburg Coal Member - varies in character, appearance, and
thickness (up to 3 feet in this area). In some places it is
closely related to cannel coal (composed largely of plant
spores and pollen grains which give it a waxy appearance and
feel and make it easy to ignite). Known only from this part of
Illinois and perhaps western Kentucky. Numerous old, abandoned
mines farther up Cedar Creek to the west mined this coal.
3 feet
Underclay - clay, not laminated, light gray, frequently with iron
staining, sandy, with root traces; base concealed;
1 foot 9 inches +
Covered interval - 3 feet ±
Caseyville Formation
Pounds Sandstone Member - sandstone, light gray, hard, resistant,
medium- to coarse-grained, with numerous quartz pebbles giving
conglomeratic appearance locally, massive, cliff former; pre-
cipitation of iron salts on exposed surface has produced liese-
gang banding; route came down across this unit about 1.25 miles
back; 70 feet +
Orury Shale Member - complex unit of silty or sandy shales, silt-
stones and fine-grained, flaggy sandstones, and massive lenti-
cular sandstones. In the ditch on east side of the road, about
0.15 + mile northward up the hill, these rocks are exposed,
essentially horizontal bedded. Beginning about 0.1 + miles to
the north, and extending southward for several tens of feet,
the dip increases rapidly to 40 - 55** northwest and the sand-
stone becomes highly fractured and probably faulted;
60 to 70 feet
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Battery Rock Sandstone Member - very similar to Pounds Sandstone;
generally medium-grained but locally is coarse-grained and con-
glomeratic with quartz pebbles; iron cement precipitated from
iron salts in solutions moving through the sandstone produced
liesegang banding locally; 6U feet ±
Wayside Sandstone Member - sandstone, light gray, conglomeratic with
quartz pebbles, iron cement in part; interbedded with gray,
sandy shale and shaly sandstone; west of the road along Cedar
Creek is a nearly horizontal ledge of this sandstone that is
cross-bedded and contains lenses of quartz pebbles; 25 feet +
MISSISSIPPIAN SYSTEM
Chesterian Series
Kinkaid Limestone
Cave Hill Shale Member - shale siliceous, thinly laminated, greenish-
gray and reddish-purple; steeply dipping to northwest about
55°; 3U feet +
. Covered interval - alluvium.
STOP 4, Mississippian Kinkaid Limestone exposed in the west side of road
[NW 1/4 SE 1/4 NE 1/4 NW 1/4 Sec. 14, T. 12 S., R. 4 E., 3rd P.M.,
Johnson County; Glendale 7.5-minute Quadrangle (37088D6)].
The Kinkaid Limestone is exposed along the western side of the road in the
ditch and in low roadcuts. Some of the small rills and gullies to the west
and northwest also have small exposures, but generally, because of slumping
and overgrowth, it is difficult to get anything more than small, disconnected
exposures of this formation in the field trip area.
Fossil collecting at this stop is fairly good (note the attached fossil plate
of Mississippian invertebrate fossils at the end of the "Mississippian Deposi-
tion" appendix), is of easy access, and is much less dangerous than elsewhere
in this vicinity.
MISSISSIPPIAN SYSTEM
Chesterian Series
Kinkaid Limestone
Cave Hill Shale Member - several feet of grayish-green shale of the
upper part of this member are found up the hill and just around
the curve. Below the greenish-gray shale is a zone of varie-
gated red and green shale which is a prominent marker bed over
a considerable geographic area— remember, this was noted at
Stop 3. The Cave Hill Shale contains a number of limestone and
dolomite beds of varying thickness; the thickest here is about
5 feet in outcrop. One of the brownish-gray, fine-grained
limestones near the upper part of the sequence is quite fossil-
iferous here, having very good specimens of Archimedes with the
fronds still attached. About half way down the hill the stone
tends to be somewhat lithographic, that is, it is a very fine-
grained crystalline limestone; 100 feet ±
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Negli Creek Limestone Member - mostly brownish-gray, masive to thick-
bedded, fine-grained limestone that is somewhat cherty in the
upper part; tends to be lithographic in the lower part; large
gastropod fossils near middle; 30 feet ± base covered
STOP 5. Scenic overlook of the Shawnee Hi lls/Il linos Ozarks from the Trigg
Lookout Tower [Near Center North Line SW 1/4 NW 1/4 SE 1/4 Sec. 11,
T. 12 S., R. 4 E., 3rd P.M., Johnson County; Glendale 7.5-minute
Quadrangle (37088D6)].
The Trigg Lookout Tower is located on top of the lower Pennsylvanian escarp-
ment. A Bench Mark adjacent to the tower base has an elevation of 764 feet
mean sea level (m.s.l.). To the east and west are excellent views of the
cuesta--from the abrupt south-facing scarps (mostly tree covered) the ground
slopes gently north and northeastward into the Illinois Basin. Note the
difference in the topography in the northern hemisphere that you are looking
at compared to the southern hemisphere. The thick limestone and shale bedrock
strata underlying the area to the south yield a more gentle, rolling land
surface. Although from up here on top of the platform, the land surface
appears to be gently sloping to the north, remember that it is underlain by
thick resistant sandstone strata that produce sharp cliffs when streams cut
down through them. The tree cover masks much of the rugged character of the
area, as you will note later along the route. Note the prominent Millstone
Bluff about 3 miles east-southeast of the tower.
Class project . The tower deck is approximately fiO feet above the ground
here. The main road below the tower trends approximately northeast-
southwest. If the air were clear enough and your eyes were sharp enough (even
with field glasses or a good telescope), how many of the following places
could you see from the tower deck? The following distances and compass
directions are approximate. You will need to consult topographic maps to
learn the m.s.l. elevations of the various places noted in order to work out
the problem. It will help to make profiles along the line of sight to the
various localities from the tower site: Stonefort - 9 miles NNE; Carrier
Mills - 15 miles NE; Harrisburg - 19 miles NE; Eddyville - 8 miles ENE;
Glendale - 4 miles SE; Robbs - 3 miles SE; Lake Glendale - 6.5 miles SE; the
Ohio River -18 miles SE; Simpson - 2 miles SW; Vienna State Prison - 7 miles
SSW; Vienna - 10 miles SW; Southern Illinois Electric Cooperative power plant
- 15 miles NW; Marion - 20 miles NW; Creal Springs - 10 miles NW; New Burnside
- 6.5 miles NNW; Reynoldsburg - 3 miles NW. You can add an additional problem
to your study of the area by using a compass to be more accurate in deter-
mining directions (why would it not be a good idea to work from the upper deck
of the tower with your compass for this problem?). You can determine the
compass directions by referring back to the topographic maps and then using
your protractor. This would be a splendid exercise when the weather is too
inclement to go outdoors to enjoy the scenery here.
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STOP 6 View of meander neck along course of Bay Creek and noncompliance
refuse disposal [NE 1/4 NE 1/4 NE 1/4 NW 1/4 Sec. 35, T. 12 S.,
R. 4 E., 3rd P.M., Johnson County; Glendale 7.5-minute Quadrangle
(37088D6)].
Bay Creek has eroded its valley some 150 feet below the general upland level
in this vicinity. The valley is wider in areas where the stream encountered
softer, more easily eroded bedrock, such as, shale, siltstone, and limestone.
On the other hand, the valley is more restricted where the stream has cut into
more resistant bedrock layers, such as sandstone.
Over countless years. Bay Creek and its tributaries cut down through the
softer strata and into resistant sandstone. The slip-off slope, across which
we've been traveling since crossing the bridge, is upheld by resistant Missis-
sippian Palestine Sandstone, noted both on the northwest side of the bridge
where the creek has been recently active in eroding and producing the bluff we
descended to cross Bay Creek. On the southeast side of the valley, Palestine
Sandstone is also present at the base of the valley slopes.
To our left (northeast). Bay Creek is close to the base of this steep slope.
Depending on the foliage, you may be able to see some meanders to the north-
east. At some time in the not too distant past. Bay Creek has been close to
the bottom of the steep slope on the right (southwest). Eventually, if man
were not to interfere with Nature by repairing the road, etc.. Bay Creek would
erode through this narrow neck of land to produce a shorter more direct route
to the Ohio River.
Disposal of refuse materials, such as those seen here, must be aesthetically
acceptable to people in this area. Apparently the hope is that the junk will
migrate down slope where Bay Creek can pick it up during floodtimes and carry
it out of the area. Out of sight--out of mind. Actually there are laws
against this type of indiscrimi nant, unprotected, private dumping, but they
need to be enforced.
Little thought has been given to the dire consequences of such poor planning.
Not only is this refuse a blemish on the countryside, but pollutants also can
enter the groundwater system through porous strata exposed in this area, and
through joints and cracks in the bedrock. In addition, the surface water will
be polluted and need expensive processing in order to make it potable for
individuals and communities downstream. Pollution may also affect the fish
and other animals and plants in Bay Creek. Think of the cost to you, me, and
our descendants of cleaning up countless messes such as this. You will see
other examples of this unconcern for our environment on the field trip.
We all have a stake in this--we must educate others to the dangers of this
type of refuse disposal; we must make certain that adequate, approved, safe
disposal sites are available to all; and that laws against i ndiscriminant
dumping are enforced.
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STOP 7. Lunch at Goose Bay Shelter and picnic area, Lake Glendale [NE 1/4
SW 1/4 SW 1/4 SE 1/4 Sec. 4, T. 13 S., R. 5 E., 3rd P.M., Pope
County: Glendale 7.5-minute Quadrangle (37088D6)].
The dam for Lake Glendale was constructed in the 1930s. The 80-acre lake
itself, which has one of the lowest lake sedimentation rates in Illinois, is
about 0.8 of a mile long and about 0.35 of a mile wide.
STOP 8. View of chevron fold along the west side of the Illinois Central
Gulf Railroad cut at Robbs [SW 1/4 NW 1/4 SW 1/4 SE 1/4 Sec. 19,
T. 12 S., R. 5 E., 3rd P.M., Pope County; Glendale 7.5-minute Quad-
rangle (37088D6)]
CAUTION: Do NOT get too close to the edge of the railroad cut--it
is very steep and unstable. Do NOT attempt to walk in from the ends
of the cut— it is PRIVATE PROPERTY and extremely dangerous!
Bedrock exposed along the railroad cut belongs to the Mississippian Clone
Formation which is composed of two members in outcrop here: the upper Ford
Station Limestone Member and the Tygett Sandstone Member that occurs near the
middle of the Clone. Nearly 100 feet of the Clone is exposed along this nail-
noad cut. The Fond Station Limestone is a sequence of altennating shale,
sandstone, and limestone units of vanying thicknesses and chanacten, some of
which ane fainly fossil ifenous. The Tygett Sandstone Memben occuns nean the
middle of the fonmation and is a fine-gnained sandstone that contains abundant
plant debnis nean the top, including Stigmania noots and nootlets in place.
The bednock stnuctune hene is of panticulan intenest, especially because this
is one of the nelatively few places in Illinois whene one can neadily see
folded and/on faulted stnata. The view fnom hene of the west side of the
nailnoad cut shows intenbedded sandstones and shales of the Mississippian
Clone Fonmation shanply folded upwand into a small invented "V" shape. The
stnuctune has the appeanance of an asymmetnical anticline fnom a distance, but
closen obsenvation discloses the shanp cnest. The inaccessibility of the
cnest, howeven, makes it difficult to ascentain the stnike (dinection) of that
cnest--it appeans to be at least N 55'' W, but may be as much as N 70° W. The
fold is appnoximately 125 feet wide and shows a stnuctunal height of 15 to 20
feet at the cnest, being neanly penpendiculan to the tnacks. Fnom the
vicinity of the SK 147 ovenpass, appnoximately 0.4 miles to the nonth (night),
bednock stnata nise gnadually southwand thnough the nailnoad cut, finally
steepening napidly to 25 to 30° towand the cnest. Although the nock layens in
the south limb also have steep dips of 25 to 30°, the steepening is much mone
napid than on the nonth side of the cnest.
Associated with the chevnon fold ane sevenal small thnust faults and flexunes.
Thnust faults nean the centen of the stnuctune on both sides of the tnack
follow bedding planes in the shale, then steepen at the cnest and shean acnoss
bedding sunfaces. Nonth of the cnest on the west side, thene appeans to be a
steep, nonth-dipping nevense fault that has off-set the sandstone 4 on 5 feet.
The sandstone is shattened in that location and the exposune is not clean.
Cleanly, this stnuctune has nesulted fnom honizontal compnessive fonces that
acted within the Eanth aften the sediments had become lithified.
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STOP 9. Abandoned Mississippian Kinkaid Limestone quarry in Millstone Bluff
[NW 1/4 SE 1/4 NW 1/4 NW 1/4 Sec. 20, T. 12 S., R. 5 E., 3rd P.M.,
Pope County; Glendale 7.5-minute Quadrangle (37088D6)].
CAUTION: The quarry face AND slopes above your head are unstable--
look up BEFORE you pull some specimen from the face. Make sure no
one is standing above you at any time. Do NOT get close to the
quarry edges if you are working up the slopes, because the edges can
give suddenly, even a foot or two back from the lip.
The rocks exposed in this abandoned quarry are from the same sequence of which
we only saw small portions at Stop 4. There is a thin, persistent shale about
6 to 7 feet above the main quarry floor. Everything above this shale parting
in the quarry is part of the Cave Hill Shale Member of the Kincaid Limestone.
The top of the quarry face is nearly 37 feet above the shale parting. The
contact between the Kinkaid Limestone and the overlying, lowermost Pennsylvan-
ian strata is perhaps 10 feet farther up the slope, but is covered by slump.
Above that position are float pieces of Pennsyl vanian sandstone. The topmost
units in the Kinkaid, a greenish-gray shale and the green and red vari gated
shale, appear to be completely covered by slumping above the quarry face.
In studying this exposure, you will gain some understanding of the problems
encountered in working out the geology of this part of Illinois, and why the
Cave Hill Shale Member was so poorly exposed at Stop 4, or elsewhere in this
area. Although several of the limestones appear to be thick-bedded or
massive, they are argillaceous (clayey) and thus, relatively weak. Note also,
that the slopes here around Millstone Bluff are not appreciably different from
those at Stop 4. Some of these units are fossiliferous, but don't risk life
and limb to get some. Worse yet, don't risk your neighbors.
STOP 10. Visit to the natural bridge, rock shelter, and springs at Bell Smith
Springs Scenic Area, Shawnee National Forest [N 1/2 NE 1/4 NE 1/4
SE 1/4 SEC. 33, T. 11 S., R. 5 E., 3rd P.M., Pope County; Stonefort
7.5-minute Quadrangle {37088E6)].
CAUTION: There are high, ungarded cliffs here and many loose rocks.
LOOK where you are going! Do NOT throw or roll rocks.
Bell Smith Springs Scenic Area lies nearly two miles southeast of the drainage
divide separating streams flowing north and east to the Ohio River via the
Saline River from streams flowing south and east to the Ohio via Bay Creek.
Streams here have incised themselves deeply through the thin soil and loess
into the underlying Pennsyl vanian bedrock. The upper slopes here are under-
lain by thin-bedded sandstones and siltstones of the Abbott Formation. How-
ever, the base of these high slopes terminates abruptly at the brink of pre-
cipitous cliffs 60 to 70 feet high formed by the massive Pounds Sandstone
Member of the Caseyville Formation.
The natural bridge is located on the southeast side of Bay Creek about bOO
feet up-stream from the junction of its tributary. Spring Branch. This is the
largest natural bridge reported in Illinois, being about IbO feet long, 30
feet wide, and about 60 feet high. At one time, water from the upland flowed
across the lip of the cliff on the outside of what is now the bridge and
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helped to excavate a rock shelter in the Drury Shale Member at the base of the
cliff. Eventually, a joint, about 30 feet or more back from the cliff, began
to intercept some of the water and funnel ed it downward behind the cliff
face. As time passed, the joint was enlarged and more water could be diverted
to speed up the erosion process here. Eventually, the enlarged joint inter-
sected the rock shelter and helped to flush some of the shale and smaller rock
debris out of it to form the natural bridge. The bridge will last naturally
until such time as the end supports are eroded away.
A large rock shelter has been formed near the base of the cliff below the road
turn-around near the parking area for the natural bridge. Stone stairs have
been constructed down to the base of the cliff from the parking area. The
rock shelter is at the bottom of the steps.
Springs have formed where surface water has percolated down through the porous
sandstone until it has met with the impermeable Drury Shale. The water then
has moved laterally until it has intersected the valley wall, appearing as a
series of springs of varying flow rates.
Water seeping along the interface between the sandstone and the underlying
shale has kept the shale wet and slippery. Thus, as intersecting joints in
the sandstone slowly become enlarged, more water can be admitted to the con-
fined area to mechanically erode the shale and help to produce rounded slopes
under the edge of the large sandstone blocks. Eventually, freeze-thaw expan-
sion and contraction, combined with slow gravity sliding, causes some of these
large blocks to become detached or else fall over. You can see a number of
examples of these processes in this area.
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MISSISSIPPIAN DEPOSITION
(The following quotation is from Report of Investigations 216: Classification of
Genevievian and Chesterian. .. Rocks of Illinois [1965] by D. H. Swann, pp. 11-16.
One figure and short sections of the text are omitted.)
During the Mississippian Period, the Illinois Basin was a slowly subsiding
region with a vague north-south structural axis. It was flanked by structurally
neutral regions to the east and west, corresponding to the present Cincinnati and
Ozark Arches. These neighboring elements contributed insignificant amounts of sed-
ment to the basin. Instead, the basin was filled by locally precipitated carbonate
and by mud and sand eroded from highland areas far to the northeast in the eastern
part of the Canadian Shield and perhaps the northeastward extension of the Appala-
chians. This sediment was brought to the Illinois region by a major river system,
which it will be convenient to call the Michigan River (fig. 4) because it crossed
the present state of Michigan from north to south or northeast to southwest....
The Michigan River delivered much sediment to the Illinois region during
early Mississippian time. However, an advance of the sea midway in the Mississippian
Period prevented sand and mud from reaching the area during deposition of the
St. Louis Limestone. Genevievian time began v/ith the lowering of sea level and the
alternating deposition of shallow-water carbonate and clastic units in a pattern that
persisted throughout the rest of the Mississippian. About a fourth of the fill of
the basin during the late Mississippian was carbonate, another fourth was sand,
and the remainder was mud carried down by the Michigan River.
Thickness, fades, and crossbedding. .. indicate the existence of a regional
slope to the southwest, perpendicular to the prevailing north 65° west trend of the
shorelines. The Illinois Basin, although developing structurally during this time,
was not an embayment of the interior sea. Indeed, the mouth of the Michigan River
generally extended out into the sea as a bird-foot delta, and the shoreline across
the basin area may have been convex more often than concave.
....The shoreline was not static. Its position oscillated through a range of
perhaps 600 to 1000 or more miles. At times it was so far south that land condi-
tions existed throughout the present area of the Illinois Basin. At other times it
was so far north that there is no suggestion of near-shore environment in the sedi-
ments still preserved. This migration of the shoreline and of the accompanying
sedimentation belts determined the composition and position of Genevievian and
Chesterian rock bodies.
Lateral shifts in the course of the Michigan River also influenced the place-
ment of the rock bodies. At times the river brought its load of sediment to the
eastern edge of the basin, at times to the center, and at times to the western
edge. This lateral shifting occurred within a range of about 200 miles. The
Cincinnati and Ozark areas did not themselves provide sediments, but, rather, the
Michigan River tended to avoid those relatively positive areas in favor of the
down-warped basin axis.
Sedimentation belts during this time were not symmetrical with respect to the
mouth of the Michigan River. They were distorted by the position of the river
relative to the Ozark and Cincinnati shoal areas, but of greater importance was sea
current or drift to the northwest. This carried off most of the mud contributed by
the river, narrowing the shale belt east of the river mouth and broadening it west
of the mouth. Facies and isopach maps of Individual units show several times as
much shale west of the locus of sand deposition as east of it. The facies maps
of the entire Chesterian.
. . show maximum sandstone deposition in a northeast-south-
west belt that bisects the basin. The total thickness of limestone is greatest
along the southern border of the basin and is relatively constant along that
entire border. The proportion of limestone, however, is much higher at the
eastern end than along the rest of the southern border, because little mud was
carried southeastward against the prevailing sea current. Instead, the mud was
carried to the northwest and the highest proportion of shale is found in the
northwestern part of the basin.
Genevievian and Chesterian seas generally extended from the Illinois Basin
eastward across the Cincinnati Shoal area and the Appalachian Basin. Little
terrigeneous sediment reached the Cincinnati Shoal area from either the west or
the east, and the section consists of thin limestone units representing all or
most of the major cycles. The proportion of inorganically precipitated limestone
is relatively high and the waters over the shoal area were commonly hypersaline. .
.
Erosion of the shoal area at times is indicated by the presence of conodonts
eroded from the St. Louis Limestone and redeposited in the lower part of the Gasper
Limestone at the southeast corner of the Illinois Basin. .
.
The shoal area included regions somewhat east of the present Cincinnati
axis and extei\ded from Ohio, and probably southeastern Indiana, through central
and east-central Kentucky and Tennessee into Alabama. . .
.
Toward the west, the seaway was commonly continuous between the Illinois
Basin and central Iowa, although only the record of Genevievian and earliest Ches-
terian is still preserved. The seas generally extended from the Illinois and
Black Warrior regions into the Arkansas Valley region, and the presence of
Chesterian outliers high in the Ozarks indicates that at times the Ozark area was
covered. Although the sea was continuous into the Ouachita region, detailed
correlation of the Illinois sediments with the geosynclinal deposits of this area
is difficult.
Figure A : Paleogeography at an inter-
mediate stage during
Chesterian sedimentation.
rBRYOZOANS TRILOBITE CRINOIDS BLASTOIDS
Phillipsio I
X
Rhomboporo I x Archimedes Ix
BRACHIOPODS
Plotycrinus \ x
Pentremites 2 x
Pentremites 2/^ x
CORALS
Brachythyris I x Pugnoides I x Girtyella I x
Caninia 2/^ ^
Orthotetes Ix
Schuchertello I x Echinoconchus I
x

DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY OF THE PENNSYLVANIAN ROCKS
At the close of the Mlsslsslpplan Period, about 310 million years ago,
the Mlsslsslpplan sea withdrew from the Mldcontlnent region. A long Interval of
erosion took place early In Pennsylvanlan time and removed hundreds of feet of
the pre-Pennsylvanlan strata, completely stripping them away and cutting Into
older rocks over large areas of the Midwest. An ancient river system cut deep
channels Into the bedrock surface. Erosion was Interrupted by the Invasion of
the Morrowan (early Pennsylvanlan) sea,
Deposltlonal conditions In the Illinois Basin during the Pennsylvanlan
Period were somewhat similar to those that existed during Chesterlan (late Mlssls-
slpplan) time. A river system flowed southwestward across a swampy lowland, car-
rying mud and sand from highlands In the northeast. A great delta was built out
Into the shallow sea (see paleogeography map on next page) . As the lowland stood
only a few feet above sea level, only slight changes in relative sea level caused
great shifts In the position of the shoreline.
Throughout Pennsylvanlan time the Illinois Basin continued to subside
while the delta front shifted owing to worldwide sea level changes , Intermittent
subsidence of the basin, and variations In the amounts of sediment carried seaward
from the land. These alternations between marine and nonmarlne conditions were
more frequent than those during pre-Pennsylvanlan time, and they produced striking
llthologlc variations In the Pennsylvanlan rocks.
Conditions at various places on the shallow sea floor favored the deposi-
tion of sandstone, limestone, or shale. Sandstone was deposited near the mouths
of distributary channels. These sands were reworked by waves and spread as thin
sheets near the shore. The shales were deposited In quiet-water areas—In delta
bays between distributaries. In lagoons behind barrier bars, and In deeper water
beyond the nearshore zone of sand deposition. Most sediments now recognized as
limestones, which are formed from the accumulation of limey parts of plants and
animals, were laid down In areas where only minor amounts of sand and mud were
being deposited. Therefore, the areas of sandstone, shale, and limestone deposi-
tion continually changed as the position of the shoreline changed and as the delta
distributaries extended seaward or shifted their positions laterally along the
shore
.
Nonmarlne sandstones, shales, and limestones were deposited on the deltaic
lowland bordering the sea. The nonmarlne sandstones were deposited In distributary
channels. In river channels, and on the broad floodplalns of the rivers. Some sand
bodies, 100 or more feet thick, were deposited In channels that cut through many of
the underlying rock units. The shales were deposited mainly on floodplalns. Fresh-
water limestones and some shales were deposited locally In fresh-water lakes and
swamps. The coals were formed by the accumulation of plant material, usually where
It grew, beneath the quiet waters of extensive swamps that prevailed for long Inter-
vals on the emergent delta lowland. Lush forest vegetation, which thrived In the
warm, moist Pennsylvanlan climate, covered the region. The origin of the underclays
beneath the coals Is not precisely known, but they were probably deposited In the
swamps as slackwater muds before the formation of the coals. Many underclays con-
tain plant roots and rootlets that appear to be In their original places. The for-
mation of coal marked the end of the nonmarlne portion of the deposltlonal cycle,
for resubmergence of the borderlands by the sea Interrupted nonmarlne deposition,
and marine sediments were then laid down over the coal.
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Paleogeography of Illinois-Indiana region during Pennsylvanlan tine. The
diagram shows the Pennsylvanlan river delta and the position of the shore-
line and the sea at an Instant of time during the Pennsylvanlan Period.
Pennsylvanlan Cyclothems
Because of the extremely varied environmental conditions under which
they formed, the Pennsylvanlan strata exhibit extraordinary variations In thick-
ness and composition, both laterally and vertically. Individual sedimentary units
are often only a few Inches thick and rarely exceed 30 feet thick. Sandstones and
shales comnonly grade laterally Into each other, and shales sometimes Interflnger
•and grade Into limestones and coals. The underclays, coals, black shales, and
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limestones, however, display remarkable lateral continuity for such thin units
(usually only a £ew feet thick). Coal seams have been traced In mines, outcrops,
and subsurface drill records over areas comprising several states.
The rapid and frequent changes In deposltlonal environments during
Pennsylvanlan time produced regular or cyclical alternations of sandstone, shale,
limestone, and coal in response to the shifting front of the delta lowland. Each
series of alternations, called a cyclothem, consists of several marine and non-
marine rock units that record a complete cycle of marine invasion and retreat.
Geologists have determined, after extensive studies of the Pennsylvanlan strata in
the Midwest, that an Ideally complete cyclothem consists of 10 sedimentary units.
The chart on the next page shows the arrangement. Approximately 50 cyclothems
have been described in the Illinois Basin, but only a few contain all 10 units.
Usually one or more are missing because conditions of deposition were more varied
than Indicated by the ideal cyclothem. However, the order of units in each cyclo-
them is almost always the same. A typical cyclothem includes a basal sandstone
overlain by an underclay, coal, black sheety shale, marine limestone, and gray
marine shale. In general, the sands tone-underclay-coal portion (the lower 5 units)
of each cyclothem is nonmarlne and was deposited on the coastal lowlands from which
the sea had withdrawn. However, some of the sandstones are entirely or partly
marine. The units above the coal are marine sediments and were deposited when the
sea advanced over the delta lowland.
Origin of Coal
It is generally accepted that the Pennsylvanlan coals originated by the
accumulation of vegetable matter, usually in place, beneath the waters of exten-
sive, shallow, fresh-to-brackish swamps. They represent the last-formed deposits
of the nonmarlne portions of the cyclothems. The swamps occupied vast areas of
the deltaic coastal lowland, which bordered the shallow Pennsylvanlan sea. A
luxuriant growth of forest plants, many quite different from the plants of today,
flourished in the warm Pennsylvanlan climate. Today's common deciduous trees were
not present, and the flowering plants had not yet evolved. Instead, the jungle-
like forests were dominated by giant ancestors of present-day club mosses, horse-
tails, ferns, conifers, and cycads. The undergrowth also was well developed, con-
sisting of many ferns, fernlike plants, and small club mosses. Most of the plant
fossils found in the coals and associated sedimentary rocks show no annual growth
rings, suggesting rapid growth rates and lack of seasonal variations in the climate.
Many of the Pennsylvanlan plants, such as the seed ferns, eventually became extinct.
Plant debris from the rapidly growing swamp forests—leaves, twigs,
branches, and logs—accumulated as thick mats of peat on the floors of the swamps.
Normally, vegetable matter rapidly decays by oxidation, forming water, nitrogen,
and carbon dioxide. However, the cover of swamp water, which was probably stag-
nant and low in oxygen, prevented the complete oxidation and decay of the peat
deposits.
The periodic invasions of the Pennsylvanlan sea across the coastal swamps
killed the Pennsylvanlan forests and initiated marine conditions of deposition. The
peat deposits were burled by marine sediments. Following burial, the peat deposits
were gradually transformed into coal by slow chemical and physical changes In which
pressure (compaction by the enormous weight of overlying sedimentary layers) , heat
(also due to deep burial), and time were the most important factors. Water and
volatile substances (nitrogen, hydrogen, and oxygen) were slowly driven off during
the coallflcatlon process, and the peat deposits were changed into coal.
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Coals have been classified by ranks that are based on the degree of
coallflcatlon. The commonly recognized coals. In order of Increasing rank, are
(1) brown coal or lignite, (2) sub-bituminous, (3) bituminous, (4) semlbltumlnous,
(3) semi anthracite , and (6) anthracite. Each Increase In rank Is characterized by
larger amounts of fixed carbon and smaller amounts of oxygen and other volatlles.
Hardness of coal also Increases with Increasing rank. All Illinois coals are clas-
sified as bituminous.
Underclays occur beneath most of the coals In Illinois. Because underdays
are generally unstratlfled (unlayered) , are leached to a bleached appearance, and
generally contain plant roots, many geologists consider that they represent the
ancient soils on which the coal-forming plants grew.
The exact origin of the carbonaceous black shales that occur above many
coals Is uncertain. The black shales probably are deposits formed under restricted
marine (lagoonal) conditions during the Initial part of the Invasion cycle, when the
region was partially closed off from the open sea. In any case, they were deposited
In
.
quiet-water areas where very fine, Iron-rich muds and finely divided plant debris
were washed In from the land. The high organic content of the black shales Is also
In part due to the carbonaceous remains of plants and animals that lived In the
lagoons. Most of the fossils represent planktonlc (floating) and nektonlc (swim-
ming) forms—not benthonlc (bottom dwelling) forms. The depauperate (dwarf) fossil
forms sometimes found In black shales formerly were thought to have been forms that
were stunted by toxic conditions In the sulfIde-rlch , oxygen-deficient waters of the
lagoons. However, study has shown that the "depauperate" fauna consists mostly of
normal-size Individuals of species that never grew any larger.
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Shale, gray, sandy at top; contains marine fossils and
ironstone concretions, especially in lower part.
Limestone; contains marine fossils.
Shale, black, hard, laiminated; contains large spheroidal
concretions and marine fossils.
Limestone; contains marine fossils.
Shale, gray; pyritic nodules and ironstone concretions
common at base; plant fossils locally common at base;
marine fossils rare.
Coal; locally contains clay or shale partings.
Underclay, mostly medium to light gray but dark gray at
top; upper part none ale are ous, lower part calcareous.
^^^ Limestone, argillaceous; occurs in nodules or discon-
tinuous beds; usually nonfossiliferous.
Shale, gray, sandy.
Sandstone, fine grained, micaceous, and siltstone,
argillaceous; varies from massive to thin bedded;
usually has an uneven lower surface.
AN IDEALLY COMPLETE CYCLOTHEM
(Keprinird fniiii V\^. Vl, Bulletin No. 66, Geology and Mineral Rcnourreit of the Miimeille!!,
()tt:iw;i. and Strentor Quadrangles, l>y H. B. Willman and J. Normnn Payne)
TRILOBITES
Ameura songomonensis I '/3 x
CORALS FUSULINIDS
Fusuhna acme 5 x
Fusulino girtyi 5 x
Lophophllidium prohferum l>
Ditomopyge pon/ulus 1 1/3 «
CEPHALOPODS
Pseudorthoceros knoxense
Glophrites welltri 2/ „
BRY020ANS
Fenestrellino mimica 9x
Rhombopora tepidodendroidei
Fenestrellino modeslo lOx 6x
Fistuliporo corbonorio 3 '/3 x
Metacoceras cornutum I '/g x
Prismoporo trianguloto 12
«
PELECYPODS
-^i^Jfy'-'X
%:
Nuculo (Nueulopsis) girtyi i«
Aslorltllo conetntrico I x
5>
Dunbaralta knighti I '/g x
Cordiomerpha missouritnsis Cordiomorpha missouriensis
"Type A" Ix "Typ« B" 1 l/g x
GASTROPODS
Natieopsis (Jtdria) vtntricosa I '/g i
Tr$pospira sphotrulolo I x
Hniohllitt monttorlianut 2x Glabrocingulum (Glabroeingulum) grayvilltnst 3x
33
FOSSIL PLANTS. FRANCIS CREEK SHALE
/./ Pecopfens sp. I -I
Sphenopteris sp.
Sphenopteris sp.
Neuropteris scheuchzen hi
Sphenophyllum sp
Alethopteris serlii II
Mariopteris sp. I-I
PLATE 3
(corrected)

BRACHIOPODS
Chonetes granuhfer
/2
evampygus 2»
Marginifero sptendens
U
Crurithyris planoconi,»»a
2x
Linoproductus "coro" Ix
•^
\


